Collaboration agreement
By sending us your material and confirming your, text, ad, article, participation, interview (further known
as the feature) you agree that:

-

The feature is purely of a promotional nature.

-

You have the right to publicly and commercially use and publish all images and text you provided
for promotion of your brand, company or services.

-

That all text, written by the ellwed team and approved by you is free to be published and used as
promotional material if necessary.

-

Ellwed and anyone working on your feature is not responsible for any claims, issues, mistakes,
misrepresentations, spelling mistakes, wrong accreditation, credits, or lack of them, which you
have approved or provided to ellwed team.

-

Ellwed and the team is not responsible for small or no increase or possible decrease of your
revenues, followers or clientele which may have been noticed after your feature was released.

-

Ellwed and the team is not responsible for anything which may or may not be directly or
indirectly resulting from the release of your feature. Ellwed and the team shall not be liable for
any damages resulting from the use of the magazine, shall not be liable for any claims related to,
or resulting from, your use of the images or the issue, which may or may not have been modified
by you, or combined with other content.

-

Ellwed team will promote the magazine to the full extent of its social media reach

-

Everyone collaborating on a promotional styled shoot is expected to contribute their share of
service or product and responsibilities by their own abilities. All contributors must be credited
with every feature, post or mention on social media by everyone sharing the or making the
feature/post.

By approving you feature for publishing with ellwed magazine and ellwed.com, you understand and
agree to all that is written above.
Ellwed team is defined as everyone actively working on the ellwed magazine and site for social media,
sales, marketing, promotions, text, image and content editing.
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Disclaimer for the magazine issue
© ellwed magazine and marketplace
Ellwed magazine is a free online magazine. The summer 2017 issue is no way affiliated with anyone
mentioned or represented in this issue of the magazine. Copyright © 2017 Tara BTS d.o.o. Rada
Pusenjaka 17, 9240 Ljutomer, Slovenia.
All images, possible video footage and other media are copyright to their respective owners, no
copyright infringement is intended.
Some images do not belong to the magazine, nor do we take any ownership of them. This is simply a
promotional issue of products, places and professionals.
Some photos under CC0 license are not credited. You can find all credits of all the unaccredited photos at
the back of the summer 2017 issue.
Ellwed and the team is not responsible and shall not be liable for any claims related to, or resulting from
issues, mistakes, misrepresentations, spelling mistakes, wrong accreditation, credits, or lack of them,
which were published in this magazine
Users acknowledge that ellwed and the team does not make any representations or assurances of noninfringement and does not make claim to have received releases from any brands, designers, or
manufacturers for use of products, registered trademarks, logos or intellectual property portrayed in the
issue.
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